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Abstract

   The differential cross section of 2"p elastic scattering has been measured ln the 2'

momentum region of 300 - 600 MeVlc. The measurement has been performed with use of ac

novel visual-image detector system consisting of a scintMating-fiber (SCIM) target and a

pair of irnage-intensifier tubes. The separated re" beams of l.64 GeVlc and the scattered

K"s kave been detected with the spectrometers to trigger the hyperon productions on-line

and to se}ect the missing mass peak of 2" productions off-line. The SCIFI-target systera has

provided digitized pictures showing 2' productions via the reaction z' +p - K' + Z' fol-

Iowed by decay and/or scattering of the 2"'s. For the analysis of the image data, a track

recognition program has been developed to pick up automatically the event topologies of 2'

decay and scattering. The track recognition program has reduced effectiveiy tke number of

background events to be scanned by human eyes. We have established a new method to
measure hyperon-nucleon scatterings in the energY regioR where the cross section were

hardly measured before. The obtained cross sections, 2.2t3il2i (mb/sr)(-O.4ScosecM< O.I) and

3.3t?I; (mblsr)(O.1-<cosecM< O.6), are consistent with the predictio" of the Njjmegen hard-

core models and the quark-cluster model by a Kyoto-Niigata group. The technical details

are described and the future direction is indicated.

1. Introduetiolt

    Studies of baryon-baryon (BB) scatterings including hyperons are essential for com-

plete understanding of the strong force. In the non-strange sector, Rucleon-nucleon (NN)

scatterings have been studied extensively. The wide energy region has been covered with

abundant data oR differential and total cross sections and spin observables of NN scatter-

ings. Beyond phenomenological understanding on the property of the nuclear force, one-

beson-exchange (OBE) models [l, 2, 3] have well described these data and have success-

fully given a microscopic view of the nuclear force. If sufficient data on hyperon-nucleon

(YN) scattering as well as on NN scatteriRg are available, we can give the complete

description of BB interaction and show fundamental aspects of the strong interaction. In

particular, we can answer remaining problems, e.g. short-range repulsive force and

spin-orbit force. However, there exist very little data on the cross section for YN scatter-

ing only in low energy region. They were obtained by bubble chamber experiments in the

l960's [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, IO]. No additional data have been taken for more than twefity years

since then.

    The NN scattering data are well described with OBE rr}odels. The models can be

extended to YN scattering. A Nijmegen group extended their model on the NN interaction

to the YN interaction with use of the fiavor SU(3) syfnmetry [11, 12, l3]. A Bonn-Jiflich
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group developed a model based on the SU(6) symmetry [l4, 15]. In their models, the

SU(3) and the SU(6) symmetries were used for obtaining coupling constants for
meson-baryon coupling vertices.

   The most characteristic difference among these models is in their treatment of short-

range repulsive force. The Nijmegen group proposed two types of the repulsive force. One

of thern is a phenomenological hard-core. They proposed also a soft-core model in which a

Gaussian-type potential was used accounting to the exchange of the Regge trajectories. In

the Bonn-Jiflich model, the repulsive force is due to tu-meson exchange. These models

were tuned to reproduce the existing NN and YN scattering data. Due to the scarce experi- .

mental data in YN channels, however, various theoreticai assumptions on the model para-

meters were required. As the results the models predicted different aspects in the energy

region where no experirnent on YN scattering had been done. For example, the Nljmegen

hard-core model predicted strong enhancement of p-wave contribution to the 2"p channel

in the momentum region of several hundred MeV/c, whereas it is not the case for other

models. In any case, in the OBE models, the magnitude of short-range repulsion is

obtained by introducing phenomenological cutoffs. It is desirable that the short-rqnge

repulsive force is described with more fundamental manne:

   At a short distance, baryons overlap each other and the property should be described

with underlying degrees of freedom, that is quarks and gluons. This problem is related to

the understanding of the non-perturbative regime of QCD. The groups from Tokyo [16,

17, l81, TUbingen [19, 20] and Kyoto-Niigata [21, 22, 23, 24] independeRtly made an

approach to this problem with use of quark-cluster models (QCM) based on the resonating

group method (RGM) with antisymmetrized six-quark wave functions.

   In their models, the potential Vi,, between the i-th quark and thej-th quark consists of

the confinement term V/JC.Onf and the residual one-gluon-exchange (OGE) potential ViO, GE;

ViJ• : Vl,;,Otif+ viO. GE .

The confinemeRt term is supposed to represent non-perturbative effects of QCD and

describes the confinement of quarks in a coior-singlet hadron. The short-range repulsion

naturally arises from Pauli principle by the antisymmetrization of quarks and the color-

magnetic interaction term in tke 0GE potential.

  Dover and Feshbach examined in the references [25, 26] how the fiavor SU(3) symme-

try is broken in the OBE model and QCM. In the OBE model, the fiavor SU(3) symmetry

is applied to the meson-baryon coupling constants, while physical masses of baryons and

mesons are used. Due to the mass differences among baryons and those among mesons,

the fiavor SU(3) symmetry is broken dynamically. They showed that some of the SU(3)

relations are still well satisfied in spite of {he SU(3) breaking. Such kind of approach man-

ifests the mechanisms of SU(3) breaking in the BB interaction and leads to the understand-

ing of non-perturbative regirne of QCD.

   Although progress in theoretical understanding of YN interaction has been made, new

experimental data are desirable in order to select various models which are helpful for

detailed understanding of strong interaction. For obtaining new experimental data, new

technologies inust be introduced.
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   The major difficulty to measure the cross sections for YN scatterings comes from short

life-time of hyperons. For instaRce, cT of llE)' is only 2.396 cm. To detect YN scattering in

such a short life-time, the detector must be a production target for hyperons and at the

same time a scattering target which provides a three-dimensional visual capability to rec-

ognize the complicated reaction sequence.

   Bubble chambers were used as visual detectors for detecting YN scattering in 1960's.

Table 1 shows a compilation of YN scattering data which were obtained with bubble

chambers in 1960's. Relatively good statistics were acquired in the experiments using the

81-cm hydrogen-bubble-chamber with stopped Knv's at CERN-PS [4, 5, 6, 9]. However,

observed energy regions were limited since the momenta of hyperons produced with
stopped K-'s were Iow.

YN channel number of

 events

momentum
 (MeVlc)

reference

Ap elastic

Ap elastic

Ap elastic

Ap inelastic

Ap elastic

Ap inelastic

Ap ejastic

Ap inelastic

378

224

l31

52

175

61

584

408

 120 - 320

 120 - 330

 5oo - 4000

 6eo - 4ooo

 2oo - 2eoo

 6eo - 2ooo

400 - lO{]}OO

l2eo - 1oooo

[5]

[6]

[7]

[7]

[g]

[8]

[io]

[le]

:Åí-p inelastic

Z-p elastic

2rmp inelastic

411

21

406

105 - l65

5oo - 4000

l30-170

[4]

[7]

[9]

2'p elastic

2'p elastic

22

121

soo - 4eeo

140 - 180
lgE

Table 1: A compilation of YN scattering data which were obtained with bubble chambers in 1960's.

    To make an experimental breakthrough in this field of physics, we have started an

experimental project to perform series of YN scattering experiments by a new technology

using the scintillating-fiber detector. In this paper we describe the first attempt to measure

the cross section for Åí"p elastic scattering in the energy regioR where no experimental

data have been taken. We owe the present experiment to the technical advances described

below.

    1. We have used thin scintillating fibers (SCIFI) with the cross section of
     500ptmX500mprn square. The number of photons from the fiber has been about 6 per

     fiber for a minimum ionizing particle. We have developed a SCIK block with the
     volume of 8Å~8Å~10cm3. The fiber sheets which have consisted of layers of 160

     fibers have been stacked in two orthogonal directions altemately. The photons from

     this block can be readout in the twe orthogonal directions. A pair of image-intensi-

     fier tubes (I.I.T.) with the aperture of 8cm th combined with a CCD camera have
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   been used for reading the signals from the SCIFI block. The signal from the CCD

   cameras has been digitized in real-time, and recorded as digital image data. With

   use of the image data in the two directions, particle trajectories in the SCIFI block

   have been able to be reconstructed three-dimensionally. Combining these tech-

   niques, we have realized a novel visual detector.

2. The above I.I.T. system is triggered by external signals from the beam line and spec-

   trometer which select the events of hyperon production.

3. For the analysis of image data from the visual SCIFI detector, an automatic-tracking

   program has been developed. By recognizing the event pattern in the SCIFI detec-

   tor automatically, the nuraber of events to be scanned by human eyes can be

   reduced substantially.

   The experiment has been performed at KEK-PS. The Z'

l.64-GeV/c x" beam in the process;

's have been produced with

rc+ + (p) --> K+ + Z" ,

where (p) means a proton in polystyrene ((CH). ) of scintillating fiber. The high resolution

spectrometer which is located downstream of the SCIFI target and covers the for' ward
region identifies the produced K'. The 2" 's produced on hydrogens have moinenta which

can be calculated by means of the analysis of beam momenta and the production angles.

The momentura region covered in this experiment is from 400 MeV/c to 5eO MeVlc.
Although the momentum of 2' produced in a carbon nucleus cannot be determined kine-

matically because of the Fermi motion of protons in the nucleus and has uncertainty

spread out from 300 MeVlc to 60e MeV/c, we can utilize these 2" 's by a complete recog-

nition of the topology of all the tracks of the eveRt. The 2' is identified by recognizing its

decay in the SCIFI detector which appears as a kink. The Åí'p elastic scattering on a free

proton;

Åí' +p -> Åí' +p,

is identified by observing the recoil proton which appears as a branch and followed by Z"

decay. The SCIFI detector serves both as the production target and as the scattering target.

   One of the features of the present experiment is to acquire the data in the momentum

region which had not been able to be observed with bubble chamber due to the statistics.

For this purpese the off-line event reduction using an automatic track-recognition is indis-

pensable. The automatic-tracking program which identifies 2' production and its decay

reduces the number of background events before scanning by human eyes. Our visual

detector provides digitized data which can be directiy processed with a computer. To find

tracks in the image data, we have introduced the method of "Hough transforrnation" [27,

28]. We have reduced the number of events to be scanned by human eyes by means of the

automatic-tracking program. The cross section for Z"p elastic scattering has been derived

for the momentum regi'on of Z" from 300 MeV/c to 600 MeVlc. In this momentum region,

the Nijmegen mode}s and the Kyoto-Niigata quark-cluster model have predicted different
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angular distributions and the absolute values of the cross section. Our results have been

compared with these tlieoretical calculations.

   In Chapter 2, the experimental method and the instruments used jn the experiment are

described. Chapter 3 presents the procedures of the data analysis. The performance of the

SCIFI detector is evaluated and the procedures of the image data anaiysis is validated. In

Chapter 4, the cross section for the Åí"p scattering is derived and in Chapter 5 the results

are presented and discussed. The conclusion is given in Chapter 6.

2. Experimental Precedure

   The present experiment was performed with the K2 beam line of 12-GeV Proton
Synchrotron (PS) at KEK. The rc' beam was used to produce Z"'s in the (x',K") reaction,

and scatterings of the 2" were observed in the scintillating fiber (SCIFI) target. Figure 1

shows a top view of the experimental setup censisting of the beam line, the K' spectrome-

ter and the SCIFI-target system. They were also used in the previous H-dibaryon search

experiment [29, 30, 3ll. The (x',K") reaction was identified with the beafn line and the K"

spectrometer. The 2' produced in the reaction was observed as a track in the SCIFI target.

The momentum region of the Z" was 300 MeVlc to 600 MeVlc. The Z'p elastic scatter-

ings were found also in the SCIFI target by identifying the Z' track and the recoil proton

track. Details of the experimental setup are described in references l32] and [33]

2J BeamLine
   The proton beam was extracted frorri KEK-PS in the slow extraction mode during two
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seconds (spill) with a two-second interval. The beam was transported to hit a platinum pri-

mary target. The secondary particles produced in the direction of O degree were transport-

ed through the K2 beam line [34]. The schematic view of the K2 beam line is shown in

Fig. 2.

CMI
/

DC separator
CM2

massslit D2

N.N.4.liSbfE.s;e([s'N

   xx
E

          N/ll .

Pttarget Dl 1

ts sN4s  N
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momentum slit

.-.

 s.

Target

Q3
     Q4 Q6 Q7

Figure 2: Top view of the K2 beam line.

    The secondary particles were bent with the dipole magnet Dl by 23 degrees. The

quadrupole magnets Ql and Q2 made the beam direction horizontal, that is perpendicular

to the electric field in the DC separator and focused the beam horizontally at the momen-

tum slit. The beam passed through the DC separator of 6-m long which had electrodes

with 10-cm gap providing electrostatic field of 55 kVlcm vertically. The trajectories of

particles were split in respect of the mass with the DC separator, and then vertically

focused with the quadrupole magnets Q3 and Q4 at the position of the mass slit. The verti-

cal position of the n' at the mass slit was adjusted by the correction magnets (CMI and

CM2). Finally, the beam was bent with the dipole magnet D2 by 15 degrees and focused

on the SCIFI target by the quadrupole magnets Q6 and Q7. The total length of the beam

Iine from the primary target to the final focal point was about 25.8 m.

   The central value of the beam momentum was tuned to 1.64 GeVlc. The typical beam
intensity was 1 Å~ 105 /spill. On the typical condition, the contaminations of e' and pt' in

the beam was about 7 9o in total, and those of K' and proton were less than 1 9o.

  The particle identification and the momentum deterrnination of the beam particles were
performed with two scintillation counters (Tl and T2), a silica aerogel 6erenkov counter

(BAC), a gas derenkov counter (GC), three sets of drift chambers (BDCI, BDC2 and

BDC3) and two sets of multi-wire proportional chambers (BPC4 and BPC5).

   The Tl and T2 were used for the time-of-flight analysis for the particle identification.

The T2 also served as the start counter which determined the trigger timing. The Tl and

T2 were made of plastic scintillators (NE pilot-U), the sizes of which were 5-mm thick, 5-

cm high, and 10-cm and 5-cm wide. Each of them was viewed horizontally by fast photo-

tubes (Hamamatsu R2083) from both sides. The counters were located 6-m apart from

each other. The obtained time-of-flight resolution was 85 psec (r.m.s.).

   The BAC was used to tag z"'s and lighter particles in the beam and to exclude heavier
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particles. The size of the silica aerogel was 3-cm thick, 8-cm high and 8-cm wide. It had a

refractive index of 1.03 which corresponded to the6 threshold of O.971 for the 6erenkov

radiadon and discriminated 1.64-6eV/c A' (le = O.996) frofn K" es = O.958) or heavier par-

ticles. The 6erenkov light was detected with a 5-inch photo-tube (Hamaraatsu R1250).

The detection efficiency for the l.64-GeVlc E' was 99.6 91o.

   The GC vetoed lighter particles than n' in the beam. It contained freon-12 (CCI2F2) as

radiator gas. The pressure was set to 3.5 atm in order to eliminate e"s and pt"'s.

   The BDCI and BDC2 were located upstream of the D2 magnet, and the BDC3 was
located downstream of it. Each of them had two planes, X and X', whose cell structure is

shown in Fig. 3. The effective area of the BDCI was 16-cm wide and 11-cm high. The

effective areas of the BDC2 and BDC3 were 16-cm vvide and 15.5-cm high. Their specifi-

cations are summarized in Table 2. Mixed gas of argon (80%) and isobutane (209o) was

used. The efificiencies were better than 99.9 9o for the 1.64-GeVlc z', and the obtajned

position resolutions were 230 gem for the BDCI, 15e pm for the BDC2 and 170 mpm for

Å} o tw o@o@o@o@o ee deX
2.5mm-esIew2vasilW 'aj-- Xi

Figure 3: The cell struc{ure

      wires respectively.

                         Åë cathode  5mm 2.5mrn 5mm                              plane

of BDC's. Closed aRd open circles yepresent sense wires and potential

BDC BDCI BDC2 BDC3

planes

number of anode wires

spacing between anode wires (

diameter of anode wire (ILm)

H.V. on potential wire (V)

H.V. on cathode plane (V)

dimension XXY (mm)

mm)

 XX'
  32

  5
  10
-1500

-1450

160Å~lIe

 XX'
  32

  5
  12
 -l450

 -l400

16eX155

 Xx,
  32
  5
  IO
 -1500

 -1450
160Å~155

Table 2: The structure and operational condition of BDC's.

the BDC3.
   The BPC4 and BPC5 which were Iocated dovvnstfeain of Q7 were used together with

BDC's for the momentum measurement. Each of them had X and Y planes of 1-mm spac-

ing anode wires. The "magic gas", that is the mixture of argon, isobutane, freon-13Bl

(CF3Br) and methylal were used. The g.V. of about 4 kV were applied to the BPC's.

   The cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) described in Section 2.2.3 was also used for the

beam tracking incident to the SCIFI target.

2.2 K' Spectrometer

   2.2.1 Spectrometer Magnet
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   The spectrometer magnet (SP) was a window-frame type dipole-magnet. It had a pole

gap of 5e-cm high, 100-cm wide aRd 80-cm long. The 8-cm thick end-guard plates vvere

lecated 8e-cm from the center of the magnet.

  The magnet center was Iocated l50-crr} downstream of the target center along the beam

axis. The direction of the magnet was rotated by O.l5 radian with respect to the beam

direction. The field strength was 1.l T at the center of the magnet and B ' dl was about

1.08 T•m for the particles with momentum between O.8 GeVlc and 1.3 GeV/c.

   2.2.2 TTacking Dr7:ft Cha7nbeTs

   The momenta of outgoing particles were measured with three sets of drift chambers

placed upstream (DCI) and downstream (DC2 and DC3) of the SP magnet.

   The DCi was located just downstream of the front end-guard of the SP magnet. The

effective area of DC1 was 50-cm width Å~ 35-cm height. It had two X planes, one Y plane

and one U plane. The cell structure of the DCI is shown in Fig. 4 a). Anode wires of U
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Figure 4: The cell structures of a) DCI, b) I)C2, c) X, X' planes of DC3 and d) Y, Y' planes of DC3.

       Ciosed circies, open circles and ha{ched circ}es represent sense wires, potential wires and field

       shaping wires respectiyely.
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plane were tilted by I5 degrees from the verdcal direction. The typical efficiency was 99,5

9o and the obtained position resolutions were 22e pam for the X planes, 400 ptm for the Y

plane and 200 pam for the U plane.

   The DC2 and DC3 were located downstream of the magnet. Each of them had two X
planes and two Y planes. Figures 4 b), c) and d) show the cell structures of DC2, and the

X, X' planes and Y, Y' planes of DC3 respectively. The DC2 had the effective area of 120

cm Å~ 120 cm. The typical efficiency was 90.3 9e and the position resolutions were 230 gem

for the X plaRes and 270 sLm for the Y planes. The DC3 had a sensiÅíive area of 180-cm

wide and 90-cm high. The typical efficiency was 93.5 9o and the position resolutions were

3lO ptm for the X planes and 390 ptm for the Y planes.

   Mixed gas of argon (509o) and ethane (509o) was used for DCI, DC2 and DC3. The

structure and the operational condition are summarized in Table 3.

DC DC1 DC2 DC3

planes

numeber of anode wires

spacing between anode wires (mm)

diameter of anode wire (pam)

potential on anode wire (V)

H.V. on potential wire (V)

H.V. on cathode plane (V)

dimension XXY (mm)

   XX'YU XX'YY'
XX':48 Y:32 I.J:40 XXi:128 YYt:96

10

20

 -l950

 -l800

seox3so

9

20

-2loo

1200Å~1200

  XX' YY'
XXi:32 YY':I6

XX':56 \Y':60

     20

    +950

   -3000

l800Å~900

                Table 3: The structure and operationa} condition of DC's.

   2.2.3 Cytinarical Drift Chamber -

  The cylindrical drift charaber (CDC) surrounding the SCIFI target had eight cylindrical

layers of drift cells as described in Table 4. The radius of the inner-most layer was 16 cm

and that of the outer-most layer was 38.4 cm. The height of the effective area was 90 cm.

It had two stereo layers tilted by 5.71 degrees from the vertical direction. The typical effi-

ciencies were from 93 9o to 96 % and the pbsition resolutions were about 270 pam. All the

cells had the identical structure with drift space of 11.2 mm as shown in Fig. 5. The volt-

ages supplied to the cathode wires were -2260 V and -251e V as shown in the figure.

Mixed gas of argon (509o) and ethane (509o) was used for operation. The incident beam

particles were traced to the target from the positions on the CDC and the BPC's. The out-

going particles from the target were traced from the CDC, DC1, DC2 and DC3.

Layer I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

position of anode wires

from the center (mm)

number of anode wires

     readout
direction of wire

160.0 192.0 224.0 256.0

32

Y

42

Y

48

stereo

60

Y

288.0 320.0 352.0 384.0

69

Y

76

stereo

87

Y

97

Y
Table 4: The structure of CDC.
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Figure 5: The cell structure of the CDC with the simulated shapes of the field. Closed c2rcles represent

      anode wires. Open and hatched circles represent cathode wires to which voltages of -2260 V

      and -25lO V were supplied respective}y.

   2.24 Forward TOF Hoeloscope
  For particle identification of K", the velocities of parÅíicles were determined by the time-

of-fiight between the start counter T2 and the forward TOF hodoscope (IFTOF). The flight

length was measured with the drift chambers. The FI'OF consisted of twenty-four scintil-

lators which were 12-cm wide and 3-cm thick. The height was 130 cm for the ceRtral ten

counters and 11O cm for the others. Each of them was viewed by photo-tubes (Hamamatsu

H1949) from the top and the bottom end. The time-of-fiight resolution was lle psec

(r.m.s.). The FI'OF provided also the vertical hit position by the time difference between

the signals from the both ends. The position resolution was 14.8 mm (r.m.s.).
   2.2.5 Siliea AeToget Oerenicov Counters

  For K" tagging, major backgrounds were rc" and proton. In order to reduce the contami-
nation of x', two sets of aerogel 6erenkov counters (FAC and SAC) were installed. The

FAC was located between the SCIFI target aRd the SP magRet. The SAC was located

downstream of the DC3.

  The FAC was made of silica aerogel with refractive index of 1.03. Two pieces of aero-

gel which had the size of 3-cm thick, 25-cm high and 35-cm wide were installed in the dif-

fusion box whose inner surface was covered with white refiector (Millipore). They were
located on the beam axis. The eereRkov light was viewed from both the Ieft and the right

sides with two photo-tubes (Hamamatsu R1250). The FAC eliminated 95 9o of n" in the

moraentum range of interest.

  The SAC consisted of silica aerogel whose refractive index was l.e41. Three pieces of
aerogel whose sizes were 20 Å~ 20 Å~ 3 cm3 were stacked to form a 9-cm-thick block. The
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effective area of IOO-cm high and 200-cm wide was cevered wi{h these blocks. The inner
surface of the SAC box was covered with Millipore. The 6erenkov light was detected with

thirty-eight photo-tubes (Hamamatsu R1250 and RCA 8854) from the top aRd the bottom.
The6 threshold for the 6erenkov radiation was O.961 which distinguished K"s frem rc"'s

in the momenturn range between e.5 GeVlc and 1.5 6eVlc.

   By using both the FAC and SAC, 99.5 9o of a"'s were eliminated in the trigger signals.

The detection efficieRcy for K' was 95 9(o'

   2.2.6 Other TTigger ConnteTs
   To eliminate the contamination of the rc' beam in the trigger, the beam veto counter

(BV) was located on the beam axis between the FAC and the SP magnet. The size of BV

was e.6-cm thick, 8-cm high and 8-cm wide, providing the veto region of Å}O.06 radian in

the horizontal and the vertical directions.

   A hodoscope (CH) was installed upstream of the SP magnet, just outside of the end-

guard. The CI{{ consisted of horizontally arranged twelve scintillators each of which was

l-mm thick, 17-cm high and 3.5-cm wide. It was used for the first-level trigger combined

with the FTOF to eliminate negative particles and to select roughly the momentum region

of the positively charged particles by means of the matrix coincidence method (see Section

2.5.I). It was also used for the second-Ievel trigger to provide the momentum information

for the "mass-trigger" (see Section 2.5.2).

  Another hodoscope (YH) was installedjust upstream of the SAC. The YH consisted of

vertically arranged six scintillators each of which was O.4-cm thick, 16-cm high and 196-

cm wide. This hodoscope was used to eliminate fake-triggers due to neutral particles. It

defined the acceptance of the spectrometer system.

2.3 Scintillating-I7Tiber-Target Sy$tem

   2.3.1 SCIFI Target
   The scintillating fiber (SCIFI) target was a visual detector located at the focal point of

the beam. It consisted of plastic scintillating fibers, SF81 (KURARAY). The scintillating

fibers were 20-cm long and had a 500 @m Å~ 500 @m-square cross section. The core of the

fiber was 480 pam Å~ 480 @rn square which was coated with a clad of 10-pam thick. The

core material was polystyrene ((CH).) which had refractive index of 1.59 and density of

l.06 glcm3. The clad was made ofpolymethylmethacralate (PMMA, CsHs02) which had a

refractive index of l.49 and density of 1.18 glcm3. The wave length of induced pho{on has

a peak at 437 Rm.

   Figure 6 shows a schematic view of the SCIFI target. The fibers were bundled to make

a 8-cm-wide fiber sheet by placing the 160 fibers in a rovv. The SCIFI sheets were stacked

alternately in the verdcal direction and in the horizontal direction, providing the target vol--

ume of 8 cm X 8 cm Å~ le cm, The number of stacked sheets was 92 for each direction.

The sheets were glued with black epoxy which also worked as extra mural absorber
(EMA) to eliminate cross talks of photons over the sheets. The average thickRess of the

glue was 50 ILm. The spaces between the fiber sheets for each direction were reduced from

550 pafn to 350 ptm in the readout arms in order to make the fiducial size viewed by the

I.I.T.'s (8 cm Åë) larger. A plate with holes were attached at the o{her end of fiber block.

LED light through the holes provided the position reference as described in Section 2.4.1.
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the SCIFI target.

   2.3.2 I7nage-intensifier Tube

   The photon output from the SCIFI target was amplified with two sets of I.I.T.'s

(DELFT PPO040C), one for the X-Z plane viewed from the vertical direction, and the

other for the Y-Z plane viewed from the horizontal direction. The I.I.T. was an assembly of

three stages of independent image intensifiers. A schematic view of the I.I.T. system is

shown in Fig. 7. The first stage was an electrostatic type of image intensifier. The diameter

of the input-window was 8 cm Åë. The image was demagnified and focused on the output-

window of 1.8 cm ip. Both the input-window and the output-window were made of glass

fiber. The SCIFI target was put on the input-window with optical-grease. The photons

from the SCIIFI target were converted to electrons on the photo-cathode S20. The photo-
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electron was accelerated and converted to photon again by bombarding the phosphor P24.

The phosphor served as an optical delay keeping the image during its optical decay-time

of 2.4 ptsec. The second and third stages were the same type using a micro-channel-plate

(MCP) with a diameter of 1.8 cm. Both the input-window and the output-window were

made of glass-fiber. The photons were converted to electrons at the photo-cathode. The

electrons were amplified with the MCP and converted to photons again with the phosphor

P20. The operational conditions for all the stages are summarized in Table 5.

                                  210mm

/b

lst phosphor
(P-24)

micro-channel-

plate (MCP)

t"'

-.

S-20 cathodes
     P-20 phosphors

S-20cathode fOCUS zoom anode
           electrode electrode electrode outputwindow(18mmÅë)

              Figure 7: Schematic view of the I.I.T.

stage of I.I.T. 1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage

voltage on image intensifier

voltage on gate

width of gate

trigger

material of photo-cathode

material of phosphor

decay-time (1/10) of phosphor

20 kV

(D.C. operation)

 S20
 P24
2.4 ptsec

X:688V Y:698V
    t,5.0v

   2.5 pasec

  first-level

    S20
    P20
   50 @sec

X:683V Y:695V
    t,5.,v

   1 msec
 second-level

    S20
    P20
   50 ILsec

         Table 5: The decay-time ofphosphor and the gate operation of image intensifiers.

   The first stage was operated in DC mode with the cathode voltage of 20 kV. The pho-

ton amplification factor was about 8. Since all the photons from the SCIFI target were

amplified on the first stage without selection, phosphor P24, which has short decay-time

(2.4 pasec), was used to prevent overlapping with events produced by the beam particles

which came earlier than the particles of interest.

   The second stage and the third stage were gated by the first-level trigger (see Section

2.5.1) and the second-level trigger (see Section 2.5.2) respectively. The first-level trigger

was made within 400 nsec after the interaction. The delay was shorter than the decay-time

of phosphor P24 (2.4 pasec). In order to prevent overlapping with the events produced by

the beam particles which came later, the gate width was set rather short (2.5 @sec). 'Ihe
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amplified image was held ifi phosphor P2e of the second stage which had the decay-time

of 50 ptsec. The second-level trigger was invoked within 15 ptsec, and the output image of

the second stage was amplified on the third stage. The gate width was 1 msec. Supplied

voltages for the second and the third stages were determined to produce the equivalent

light outputs from {he two sets of I.I.T. system. The araplification factor for each stage was

about lo3.

   2.$.3. CCD vadeo CameTa
  The photoR image from the I.I.T. was viewed by a CCD camera through the optical lens

system. The lens system consisted of lenses with the focal lengths of l35-mm and 50-mm

coupled in tandem, where the 135-mm lens was attached reversely. It demagnified the

image to 41 %. The CCD camera (SONY XC-77) had a CCD-chip containing 768 Å~ 493
pixels. The size of the chip was 8.8 mm Å~ 6.6 mm and that of each pixel was 11 @m Å~ 13

pam. The output from the CCD camera was a video signal of the NTSC format.

   2.34. Image Digiti2er
    The output video signal from the CCD camera was digitized in real-time with the

image digitizer consisting ef four NIM moduies, a clock and coordinate generator module

(CC6), a flash ADC rnodule (FADC) and two sets of first-in-first-out buffer-memory

modules (FIFO).

    The CCG module provided a common clock to synchronize the readout of the two

CCD cameras and the digitization with the FADC module, and generated two-dimensional

coordinates for the corresponding CCD pixel. When the secend-level trigger signal was

accepted, the CCG module started the readout and the digitization. Since the start frora the

CCG rr}odule occurred every 1/60 second, the readout and the digitization process had

effectively 25-msec dead-time. The FADC module had two sets of fiash ADC's which dig-

itized the pulse height of the video signal which was proportional to the brightness. The

brightness was compared with the preset threshold value of the pulse height. When the

brightRess was larger than the threshold, the data was sent to the FIFO modules.

   The FIFO module stored the two-dimensional coordinates generated by the CCG rnod-

ule, the brightness digitized by the FADC module and the event-number. The stored pixel

data had the length of 32 bits which consisted of 1O bits and 9 bits for the two-dimensional

coordinates respectively, 7 bits for the brightness and 6 bits for the event-nufnber. A FIFO

module stored the pixel data of the X-Z plane aRd the other one stored that of the Y-Z

plane. Each FIFO module could store {he data of 4K pixels. Since the typical data size for

one event was 2K pixeis for each direction, the FIFO module was readout by a VME YO

module when it was not empty.

2.4. Basic Performance of the SCIFI-Target System

    The basic performance of the SCIFI-target system was investigated with 1.6-GeVlc

minimum-ionizing rc" beams. We describe also the necessary correctiofts for the intrinsic

distordon of the present SCIFI-target sysÅíem.

   2g.1 Calibration of the SCIFI Image Data
   A pinhole distordon was caused by the e}ecuical lens system of the first-stage image

intensifier and the optical lens system to connect the I.l.T. to the CCD camera. The pinhole

distortion has linear dependence on the distance from
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the optical center, as expressed in the formula;

(I1)-(i+ar)(X--Ic,)'(l:)

Here, (y,z) is the real position and ty',z') is the position in the distorted image. 'IEhe distor-

tion is assumed to depend only on r, the distance from the optical center ty,,z,), i.e.;

r= (y -y,)2+ (z - z,)2 .

A coefficient a and the optical center tv,,z.) are the parameters to be determined to correct

the distortion.

  To find the optimum parameters, we utilized the sheet stmcture of the SCIFI target. The

position of each SCIFI sheet was identified by plotting the center of photon cluster as

shown in Fig. 8 a). In this picture, the images of many events are plotted together. The def-

inition of a cluster is given in Section 2.4.2. The parameters were determined to make the

sheet image straight. The corrected image is shown in Fig. 8 b).
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Figure 8: Distortion correction with the SCIFI sheets. Abscissas and ordinates show the pixel-number.

   To calibrate the position of each pixel in the real target, we used the data on LED light

image through holes on a plate which was placed on the SCIFI block, Figure 9 shows the

LED patterns before and after the correction.

  To correct the misalignment of the SCIFI sheets, we measured the positions of tracks of

1.6-GeV/c x' beam passing through the SCIFI sheets. The mean value of the deviation of

a hit position on each SCIFI sheet from the fitted straight-line was ascribed to the mis-

alignment of the SCIFI sheet. Figure 10 shows the misalignment of the sheets before

and after the correction. The correction could be made within the accuracy of 100 ptm.
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       b) Y-Z plane. The crosses show the mean values of the deviation of the center of cluster on

       each SCII I sheet from the fitted straight-line. The open squares show the corrected ones.

   29.2 Hit Density and Position Resolution of Photo-Electron Image
  The clusters of bright pixels for minimum-ionizing tracks were considered to be photo-

electron images. Contiguous set of bright pixels were defined as a cluster. The centroid of

the brightness was defined as the center of the cluster and was considered to be the posi-

tion of the photo-electron. The r.m.s. of the brightness disti ibution around the center was

regarded as the size of the cluster. Figure 11 shows the distributions of the cluster sizes

perpendicular to the track (Y direction) and along the track (Z direction). The peaks corre-

spond to the sizes of the clusters of single photo-electron, which was about 11 ptm on the

CCD-chip and 120 pam at the input-window of the I.I.T. The number of photo-electrons for

the minimum-ionizing particle was estimated to be about O.25 /sheet from the number of
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clusters.
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Figure 1 1: The distributioRs of the cluster size a) perpendicular to the {rack and b) along the track.

  The distribution of the total brightness in a cluster is shown in Fig. 12. There is no peak

corresponding to a single photo-electron because the MCP's on the second and the third

stages of the I.I.T. were operated in non-saturated mode.
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Figure i2: The distribution of the total brightness in a cluster, so called "Harry dis{ribution".

   A trajectory in the picture was fitted with a straight 'line.

of each cluster around {he straight line is shown in Fig. 13.

target system was found to be 30e pam.

The distribution of the center

The resolution of the SCIFI-
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  Figure i3: The distributioR of {he center of the cluster around the fitted straight line. The resolutlon was

        evaluated witk Gaussian flt to be 3eO pam.

2.5 Trigger
   The size of image data for,the SCIFI-target systein was typically 2K pjxels per event,

and the readout time of the image data was 25 msec as mentioned in SectioR 2.3.4.

Therefore the readout time limited the number of acceptable events. In order to reduce the

number of background events, two stages of trigger systems were constructed to select the

hyperon production in real-time.

   2.5.1 .F'irst-Levet Trigger

   On the first-Ievel trigger, the hyperon production was selected by requiring the (sc',K')

reaction, i.e. requiring rc' for a beam particle and K' for a particle in the K' spectrometer.

The main source of the background was misidentification of x' and proton as K".
Outgoing x"'s were vetoed by aerogel (5erenkov counters (FAC and SAC), aRd the

momentum regjon of the outgoing particles was roughly selected by the matrix coinci-

dence signal of CH and FTOF.

  The A"'s in the beam were defined as;

                 scBEA. = SPILL X TI Q T2 @ BAc Q Gc ,

where Q represents "AND" Iogic. The SPILL denotes a spill-gate signal which was made

by a timing signal from the accelerator. The Tl X 72 stands for a coincidence signal of the

TOF counters, the Tl and T2. The BAC indicates a signal from BAC which rejected slow

particles in the beam, i.e. K" and proton. The GC is a veto signal from the GC which

detected fast particles, i.e. e' and pa".

  The first-levei trigger signal was generated by the logics as;

                 nBEAM Q BV X YH @ FAC Q SAC X (matrix-coincidence) .

The BV represeRts a veto signal from the BV counter. It eliminated events where a sc"
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beam did not interact in {he SCIFI target or was scattered in a small angle. The YH denotes

a signal from the YH hodoscope. It was required to reject fake-triggers caused by neutral
particles. The FAC and SAC are veto signals from the two sets of aerogel 6erenkov coun-

ters, the FAC and SAC respectively, which were sensitive to x"'s. The (matrix-coinci-

dence) indicates a logic using a matrix coincidence module to select a combination of the

hit position on the CH hodoscope and that on the FTOF counters. This logic roughiy

se!ected the momentum region of the particles. The selection efficiency as a function of

the momentum of the particle is shown in Fig. 14.
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F;gure l4: Efficiency of momentum selection with the rnatrix coincidence.

   Typical rate of the first-}eve} trtgger signals was 250/spill (125 Hz) for sc" of 1 Å~ 105

/spill. The dead-time was about IO 9o. The first-level trigger was made within 40e nsec

and opened the gate of the second-stage image intensifiers.

   2.5.2 Second-Level Trigger

   The main background in the events selected by the first-level trigger was caused by

protons. We eliminated those protons by seiecting the mass region of K' using the "mass-

trigger" logic. For mass selectioR logi'c we used the momentum information given by the

combination of hit positions on CK and }71rOF and the time-of-fiight information between

T2 aRd FTOF counters obtained from the fast-encoding TDC modules.

  The beRding angle of the particle by the SP magnet was obtained from the combination

of the hit-counter number of CK and that of FIrOF. The TOF information was obtained

from the time ditiference between the T2 and FTOE We used the fast-encoding TDC sys-

tem consisting of a TAC (Lecroy TFC) and an ADC (Lecroy FERA-4403B). The TDC had
a time resolution of 45 psec and conversion tiine of 1l.2 @sec. The hit-counter number of

FI'OF and the TOF inforfnation were stored in the memory of the FERA module. The hit-

counter number of CH was stored in a first-in-first--out (FIFO) memory module (Lecroy

data-stack). A sequence of trigger startedjust after the completion of the conversion of the
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TOF in the FERA module. The hit-counter number of FI"OF was encoded to a 5-bit code

through a programable-logic-unit module (Lecroy PLU). For each hit-counter number of

FTOE the data-stack was cyclically scanned to make a combination with the hit-counter

number of CH (4-bit code). The combination was encoded to a 7-bit "momentum"-code

according to a table pre-loaded in a memory-lookup-unit module (Lecroy MLU). The 7-bit

"momentum"-code was finally compared with the lowest 9 bits of the TDC data using
another MLU module which contained 2i6 bits of trigger-flag data according to the corre-

Iation between the TOF and the momentum for K"s. The sequence continued until all the

combinations of the hit counters of CH and that of FTOF were scanned. It took about 100

nsec to investigate one combination of CH and FI'OE and the trigger-flag was generated

14 sLsec after the reaction occurred in the SCIFI target. The efficiency of the mass-trigger

after the selection by the first-level trigger is shown in Fig. 15 as a function of the mass

obtained by the TOF analysis. Typical rate of the second71evel trigger was 16/spill (8 Hz)
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Figure 15: a) The efficiency of the mass-trigger as a function of particle mass. b) The obtained mass
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for the x' of 1 Å~ I05 fspill. The rate decreased to l21spill because of the dead-time of the

on-line data taking system. The second-level trigger was made within 15 ptsec and opened

the gate of the third-stage image intensifiers, whereas the holding time of the image in the

phosphor at the second stage of the I.I.T. was about 50 /ELsec.

2.6 On-Line Data Acquisition
   The on-line data acquisition system consisted of three independent subsystems. One

was for the counters and the chambers, and the other two were for the image data readout

of the vertical and the horizonÅíal directions. Each subsystem had a 8-rrim tape device on

which the collected data were recorded. The correspondence of the three subsystems was

insured by putting the common event identification numbers.

   2.6.1 Counter Data Acquisition
   For the data acquisition for the counters and the chambers a VAX (MicroVAX-2000)

with the VMS operating system was used. Signals were digitized with CAM[AC and KEK-

standard TKO modules [351, and transferred to and stored in the buffer-memory modules

in the main CAMAC crate during the beam-on period. The stored data were transferred to

a Q-Bus interface (Kinetic 2922) on the VAX through a crate-controller (Kinetic 3922)

during the beam-off period. The digitization in the CAMAC and the TKO modules started

by the first-level trigger at the rate of 1l5 Kz. A hardware clear signal suppressed the data

transfer to the buffer-memory modules for the events without the second-Ievel trigger.

   2.6.2 I7nage Data Acq?Lisition

    For the data acquisition for the SCIFI-target system an on-board VME MC6802e
processor with the OS9 operating system was used. The image data were digitized with the

image digitizer and stored in the FIFO buffer-mernory module as described in Section

2.3.4. The data in the FIFO module was transferred to a VME lfO module whenever the

buffer memory was not empty. The free space of the buffer memory was monitored, and

when the free space was less than a half of the capacity, the trigger was prohibited to pre-

vent the overfiow of the buffer memory.

3 DataAnalysis

   The SCIFI detector provides visual images in which we can recognize a sequences of

the reaction processes, 2" production, 2" scattering and 2' decay. Kowever, most of the

produced Åí"'s decay in flight and only about e.4 9o of the 2"'s interact with nuclei in the

SCIFI target. The reduction of the data on >Åí" decays and other background events before

scanning by human eyes is vitally important since the maximum number of events which

can be scanned by human eyes is limited. In the present experiment the data were selected

and analyzed as shown below.

  First, beam particles incident on the SCIFI target and outgoing particles frem the target

were identified. Then, the missing-ir}ass analysis was made for these events. The identifi-

cation of (rc",K") reactions was essential to select 2" productions, but the data still con-

tained 20 productions and other backgrounds. Secondly, the trajectory of 2' and its decay

were recognized by an automatic-tracking program. This process eliminated events with
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ZO's and Åí"'s which could not be recognized due to a short fiight length before decay, and

also other background events. The production angle and the coplanarity of 2' production

were checked by the program. In this procedure data reduction was made for starting the

scanning precedure by human eyes to select candidates for Z" scattering. Kinematic fitting

was then applied to confirm these events. Details are described in the following subsec-

tiolts.

3.1 CounterData Analysis
   3.1.1 Analysis of x" Beam
  The selection of incident sc' beam was made with use of TDC data from the Tl and T2

which were corrected for the slewing effect with ADC data, The TOF reso}ution of about

85 psec was obtained with rc' bearas whose arrival times were spread in Å}1 nsec as shown

in Fig.16.
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Figure 16: Time-of-flight for incident beam.

   The beam momentum was calculated with the transportation matrix of the D2 magnet

using the hit information on the BDC1 and BDC2 }ocated upstream of the magnet and that

of the BDC3 located downstream of the raagnet. If there was Ro hit on the BDC3, hits on

the BPC4 and BPC5 were used taking the transportation matrices of the Q6 and Q7 mag-

nets into account. The tracking efficiency was 99.9 9o and the momentum resolution was

O.5 9o (r.m.s.). The centra} value of the rd momentum was 1.64 GeVlc and the momentum

bite was estimated to be about O.5 9o (r.m.s.).

   3.1.2 Analysis of K" Meas?tTed 2vith the SpectTometer

   The outgoing K"s were detected with the Ir' spectrometer. Momenta of the charged

particles were determined from the hit positions on the CDC, DC1, DC2 and DC3 and the

magnetic field of the spectrometer using the spline and the Runge-Kutta method. Fiight

lengths of the particles were aiso calculated. Efficiency of the momentum determination

for these processes was 88 9o and the momentum resolution was O.9 % (r.m.s.).
        N   Velocities of the pardcles were calculated from the fiight-time and flight length. The
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flight-times of the particles from the start counter T2 to the rrOF were obtained by ADC

correction for the time slewing effect. By using a mean value of arrival times of photons

on the top and bottom photo-tubes, position dependence of the light propagation time

through the scintillator slab was compensated. The obtained TOF resolution was about 150

psec. The difference between the arrival times was used for obtaining the vertical hit posi-

tion on the FTOF counters. The obtained mass spectrurn is shown in Fig.I7.
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Figure 17: Mass spectrum for outgoing particles. The hatched area was used for the K' selection.

   The particles in mass region between 400 MeV/c2 and 600 MeV/c2 were selected as

K"'s. The accepted momentum region in the trigger was below 1450 MeV/c, where the

background contamination was less than O.4 9o.

   S.1.3 Setection of 2' prodzLction

   To select the events of Åí" production, the rnissing masses were calÅëulated from the

momenta and the directions of the incident xt's and the outgoing Icr's. Figure 18 shows

the missing-mass spectrum. The particles in the region between llSe MeV/c2 and 125e

MeVlc2 was selected for the 2)"-production candidates. The image data of the SCIFI target

for these candidates were analyzed. The trajectories of the tracks measured with the spec-

trometer were used for the automatic-tracking analysis as shown in Section 3.2.1.

   The candidates may contain the reaction sc' + n ---) K' + 20. They were eliminated by

the analysis of image data described below by requiring the visible track of 2". The conta-

mination of the events of A production were discarded in the same way.

3.2 image Data Analysis
  The next step was the analysis of the image data, in which the recognition of complicat-

ed event tepelogies containing scattering and decay of 2' was indispensable. A conven-

tional way used for the analyses of the data in the bubble chamber was scanning of the tra-

jectories. Since this procedure took a long time, limited number of events could be ana-

lyzed.

   The present SCIFI detector provided digitized image data which were ready for com-
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Figure 18: Missing-mass spectrum for (sc',K') events. The hatched area wa.s selected for the Åí'-pro-

       duc{ion candidates.

puter processing. Therefore, we could introduce a step to discard unnecessary events

before the human scanning.

    After the data calibration explained in SectioR 2.4.1, the image data analysis went

through the steps of automatic tracking, eye-scanning and kinematic fitting. The efficien-

cies for all the processes were evaluated with Monte Carlo simulations by feeding simulat-

ed image data to the same analysis procedure as the one for the real data.

   3.2.1 A2Ltomatic Tracicing

  All the image data of the events which were selected as 2'-production candidates in the

counter data anaiysis were fed to the automatic-tracking procedure. The Hough transfor-
mation were used for finding the trackst.

Hough [fransformation The Hough transformation is a projection of a straight line on

the y-z plane, thatis;

yrcaz-+-b,

to the point (a,b) in the a-b plane. Parameters a and b of the straight lines defined by two

points in the y-z plane are calculated. If all the points fy,z) are on a straight Iine, the para-

meters (a,b) for any two points in the y-z plane are the same.

   There are several ways to choose the parameters expressing the line. Instead of the

parameters a and b, we adopted p for the distance from a fixed point lyo,zo) to the straight

line, and e for the angle between the straight line and the Z-axis, as shown in Fig. 19. The

points distributing around a line make a cluster in the (p,th plane. Inversely, if a cluster is

found in the (p,th plane after.the transformation, a straight line corresponding to the (p,th

value is recognized. In the present analysis, when e was positive value, the point at the

 " The idea to apply the Hough transformation to the analysis of image data for the SCIFI-target system was

first sugges{ed by Professor Atsuo Ono of Kobe University.
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Figure 19: Hough transformatlon. The points in the (p,6ny) plane are plotted in b) for all the combinations

       of two points in the y-z plane in a) (see the text).

p

corner of the SCIFI target, (yo,ze) in Fig. 19 was defined as the fixed point. When e was

negative value, another corRer point fyo' ,zo' ) was used.

   The Hough transformation was applied for all the combinations of pixel data of the

photon image in the Y-Z and the X-Z planes of the SCIFI target. It was the best way {o rec-

ognize tracks in the image data because of the following reasons;

  e The photon images were observed along a track statistically.

   e The event patterns which included the 2" production, and decay or scattering of 2"s

    had many trajectories to be recognized.

  e Dark current of the I.I.T. made random photon spots in the picture.

Event-Pattern Reeognitien To recognize aR event pattern, it was necessary to determine

the points of both ends of the track segment and the relation of the tracks. The three-

dimeRsional reconstruction of the tracks was also necessary for the events observed inde-

pendently in the X-Z plane and the Y-Z plane.

   Tracks of the incident rt" beam, the outgoing K"F, and the 2" emanated from the (rc",K")

reaction vertex were searched in a picture. Additionally, we required a branch from the Z"

track, which is either a sc" from 2" decay, a proton from 2" decay, or a proton or a 2' from

:E)"p scattering.

   The incident rc" and outgoing K' were minimum ionizing particles which made thin

tracks. Åí"'s made thick tracks due to large energy deposits in the target. The major decay

modes of 2" are p + nO (51.579o) and n ÅÄ z' (48.309o). When the decay particle was a pro-

ton, the track was thick, whereas the track of rc' was thin. When the 2' was scattered in

the SCIFI target, both the scattered ]Åí" and the recoil particle made thick tracks.

   The detail of the algorithm for the event-pattern recognition is schematically shown in

Fig. 20 and is explained below.

   1. Applying the brightness cut on the pixel data, only bright spots were left. A thick

     track which coRsisted of bright spots was found with the Hough transformation.
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  The energy deposit was large enough to make clusters contiguously along the track.

  The segment was then recognized as a straight line which consisted of the bright

  points. The track parameters were determined by linear fitting of the points belong-

  ing to the segment. The poinÅís recognized as a member of the segment were
  removed from {he data list and the process was repeated until further sigRificant

  cluster was not found by the Hough transformation.

2. After removing thick segments, incident and outgoing {racks were found with a

  help of iRformatioR from {he beam line and the spectrometer. Points in the upstream

  region of the target which formed a line parallel to the external beam track were

  found and regarded as the incident track inside the target. The outgoing track inside

  the target was found by the same way in tlie downstream region with the exterRal

  information. The tracks recognized to be the ones due to the incident and outgoing

  particles were also reraoved from the data.

kK+

,
/

l. Thick segments are

found by the Hough
transfonn' ation.

X-Z plane

        rr+
2. Incoming and outgoing 3. A thick .segment emanated

 tracks are found with a from the crossing point of

 help of extemal tracks. incomin.a.. and outgoing

                        tracks is found.

              4. Vertex point is calculated on each

               plane. If the Z-positions of the vertices

               on both planes are close each other, the

               thick segment is regarded as a candidate

               for a Åí"produced at the vertex point.

Y-Z plane

,

X-Z plane Y-Z plane

5. A branch from the track of Åí"candidate

 is searched by means of the Hough

 transformation. When the segments of the

 branch on the both planes are consistent

 each other, the event is regarded as a

 candidate for decay or scattering of Åí".

Figure 20: Outline of the event-pattem recognition algorithm.
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   3. Among the thick segments found in item l., the tracks which intersected with the

     iRcoming and outgoing tracks were selected.

   4. Above processes were carried out independently for the X-Z plane and Y-Z plane.

     A vertex position was calculated for each plaRe with incoming and outgoing tracks

     and one of the thick segments. For any combinations of the thick segments in the

     both planes, the vertex positions on the X-Z plane and the Y-Z plane were com-

     pared. If the difference of Z-positions of the vertex on both planes were within 1

     cm, the thick segment was regarded as a candidate for a produced Åí".

   5. For each candidate of the produced ]Åí" track found above, a branch from the track

     was searched for. There were two ways to find it.

      (a) We picked up a branch obtained in item 1.

     (b) For the remained points, we applied the Hough transformation again with a
         lower threshold value of the brightness. In order to fiRd a branch from 2' seg-

         ments, we required that one of two points to calculate (p,e) was the one
         belonged to the Åí" segmenÅís. This requirement restricted the search only for the

         straight line intersecting to the 2" segments.

     If the segments of the track of the branch on the both planes were consistent each

     other, the event was regarded as a candidate for decay or scattering of Åí'.

   An example of typical event of the >E)" production and decay which was recogRized by

the above algorithm is shown in Fig. 21.
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 Figure 21: An example of the result of the automatic-tracking process for the real image data. The

        images on the a) X-Z plane and b) Y-Z p}aRe are shown.

  The resolutioR and the efficiency of this automatic-tracking program were evaluated by

applying the program to simulated image data as described in Section 3.3. The differences

between the position obtained by the program and the generated position of the simulation

data are shown in Fig. 22 for the positions of production and decay. The tails in the distrib-

utions were considered as a misidentification of the process. The position resolutions were

evaluated for the peaks. The resolutions of the productien position were 1.20 mm, O.27
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mm and O.27 mm for the X direcÅíion, Y direction and Z direction respectively. The resolu-

tions of the decay positioll were 1.33 mm, O.50 mm and O.46 mm for the X direction, Y

direction and Z direction respectiveiy.

   The angular deviation of 2' tracks were obtained from the generated direction of the

simulated data. The angular resolution of the direction of Z" track was evaluated to be

O.11 radian. For the tracks longer than 1 cm, the resolution was O.05 radian.

   By applying the kinematics of the reaction p(x',K')Åí' on the tracks of sc", K" and Åí"

tracks, the requirements for the coplanarity and production angles were;

   e the deviation from the coplanarity condition is within Å}O.25 radian,

   e the deviation of the production angle from the one predicted by the kinematics is

      Å}e.25 radian.

The results of the requirements were shown as hatched area in Fig. 23. With these addi-

tionai requirements, we obtained the background reduction of 809o in the automatic-track-

ing process. The efficiencies of the automatic-tracking program evaluated by simulated

image data were about 47 % for events of Z" production on the hydrogen and about 64 9o

for events of 2"p scattering. If the fiight length of 2" was more than l cm, the efficiencies

were 80 9o for events of 2' production and 90 9o for events of Åí'p scattering in the simu-

lation.

   $.2.2 Eye-Scanning
    Events of 6Å~104 were selected in the automatic-tracking process. Human operators

scanned the selected image data and categdrized the event patterns in detail, and then put

marks on the points of interest. Pointing of the marks was carried out with a "mouse" on

the graphic display. We call this process "eye-scanning". The aim of this process was to

confirm the 2'-production events and to pick up Åí"p scattering events.

   All the events were classified into six categories. Information on the brightness of the

track, such as "thick" or "thin", was not considered in the classification. Figure 24 shows

schematic pictures of all the categories.

[{lype-RK: The track of ]E)" candidate associated with a recoil prong which is followed by

     a "kink" as shown in Fig. 24 a). This is regarded as a candidate for 2"p scattering

     followed by decay of the scat{ered 2' particle.

'I>rpe-KK: The track of ]E)" candidate with two "kinks" subsequently as shown in Fig. 24

     b). This is a candidate for :Il' scattering where a recoil track is very short or neutral.

     Scattering of a decay particle of the Åí" in the target is also categorized as this pat-

     tern.
TYpe-R: The track similar to the type-RK but without "kink" as shown in Fig. 24 c). This

     is a candidate of 2" scattering with decay outside the fiducial area. If the fiight

     length of 2' after scattering is too short to be identified or the decay angle is too

     small, the event is categorized as this pattem.

IYpe-K: The track of Z" candidate with a "kink" as shown in Fig. 24 d). This is a candi-

     date of the Åí" production followed by decay.

'Ibrpe-V: "V"-shape topology separated from the (K',K') vertex as shown in Fig. 24 e).

     This is regarded as a candidate for decay of a A particle. This type of events is

     misidentified as a 2' candidate in automatic tracking if the decay point is close to a

     track of x" or ,ler.
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'IYpe-N: Other patterns are categorized into this type. One of them is an event in which

     there is neither 2' candidate track nor "V"-shape topology as shown in Fig.24 f).

     This is a candidate of a A production in which the A decays outside the fiducial

     area. Another oRe is an event with "Y"-shape topology, which has a track of Åí"

     candidate without "kink" nor recoil prong. This is a candidate of the 2" production

     in which the decay product is not visible due to the same reason as in the case of

     type-R.
For the events classified into other categories than type-N, the reaction poiRt, kink point

and the end point of each track were recorded.

  For calculation of the Åí"p scattering cross section, the number of 2'-production events

and the number of Z"p scattering events were evaluated. The number of Åí"-production

events was calculated from the number of K-type events corrected by the efficiencies of

the analysis procedures. The nurriber of 2"p scatterings was evaluated from the number of

the RK-type events. The events classified into other categories were not used in furÅíher

analysis.

  The following four data sets were randomly mixed in eye-scanning.

  1. Real image data which were selected by automatic tracking.

  2. Real image data without selection by automatic tracking.
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Figure 24: Tke categorization by eye-scanning. The open squares and the numbers in the pictures indicate

       the recorded points and the pointing order in eye-scanning process respectively (see the text).

       For type-N, no pointing was done.
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  3. Simulated image data of 2" production.

  4. Simulated image data of Åí'p scattering.

Data Sets 3. aRd 4. were generated by the Monte Carlo simulation described in Section

3.3, and used to find the elificiency and to confirm the reliability of eye-scanniRg. The effi-

ciency of automatic tracking for the real image data were evaluated from Data Set 2. (see

Section 3.3.2).

  The resul{s of Åíhe classification by eye-scanning are summarized on Table 6.

Category RK KK K R v N Total

ii  415

  20

  34

3568

4991

 213

 3IO

 605

32141

 l640

 2S75

 3019

 982

  49

  83

3575

5154

 699

  13

 123

l4146

3697

 19e5

2468

57829

 6318

 4920

13358

        1) Real image data with automatic tracking.

        2) Real image data without automatic tracking.

        3) Simulated image data of E' production.

        4) Simulated image data of Åí'p scattering.

Table 6: Number of eveBts for each category classified by eye-scanning.

   The position resolution for pointing the marks with the mouse was evaluated with {he

simulated image data. Figure 25 shows the aRgular resolution of Åíhe 2' track as a function

of the flight length. The resolution was inversely proportional to the flight length aRd the

coefficient was about O.79 mm. It means that the position resolution in the perpendicular

direction to the track was O.79 mm. Figure 26 shows the resoluÅíion of the fiight length
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Figure 25: Tke angular resolution of the Åí" track as a function of the fiight length evaiuated with the sim-

       ulation data. The solid line shows the resuit of fitting with inversely proportional function. The

       coefficient of O.79 mm shows the position resolution in the perpendicu}ar direction to the track

       for pointing the marks with the mouse.
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which corresponds to the position resolution in the track direction of about 1.2 rrim. These

resolutions are used in the kinematic fitting in Section 3.2.5.
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Figure 26: The differences in the track directioRs between the positions obtained by eye pointing and the

       geRerated positloRs of the simu}ation data. The differences are showB for a) Åí' track before

       scattering, b) Åí' track after scattering and c) recoil proton tracks. [rhe resolutions for poiRting

       were evaluated with Gaussian fit to be a) i.4 mm, b) l.2 mm and c) 1.0 mm respectively. The
       solid Ilnes show the resulÅís of the fitting.

1

   S.2.$ Visibility Reqzeirement

   If the visible flight length is short or the angle between the tracks is small, the catego-

rization of the event is ambiguous. Track visibility was required to fninimize the ambigui-

ty.

    The K-Åíype events selected in eye-scanning process contained ]E)" production on a

hydrogen and that on a carbon nucleus without scattering. We applied the visibility cut

whose parameters were tuned by sirnulation study. The remained events were tested with

the kinematic fitting procedure described in Section 3.2.5. When a track was confirmed as

a 2' produced on a hydrogen by kinematic fitting, we ca}led it an H-like event. The 2'F

momentum was determined kinematically from mornenta of the incident x" and the eutgo-

ing K' and the direction of Åí'. Other tracks were considered as 2"'s produced on carbon

nuclei. We called them C-like events. The C-like events were also used in the analysis, if
the 2' decayed to a proton and "O and then the decay pro{on stopped in the fiducial area.

In this case a 2" momentum could be obtained kinematically using the kinetic energy of

proton deduced from the range-energy relation. To solve the decay kinematics, severer

conditions for visibility on the flight length of the decay particle were required.

   The procedure was applied for K-type events and RK-type events categorized by eye-

scanning. The RK-type events contained 2'p scattering. The cut parameters used are sum-

marized below.

I. Requirements for an H-like K-type event

 (a) Minimum fiight length
    i . Length of 2" track is longer than 6 mm.

    ii. Length of decay track is longer than 3 mm.
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  (b) Minimum angle
    i. Decay angle is larger than O.2 radian.

  (c) Minimum distance
    i . Distance from decay point to outgoing Ki` track is longer than l mm.

  (d) Minimum position difference in the Z direction between the starting point and the

     eRd point of the track

    i. Difference for Åí" track is iarger than l mm.

2. Requirements for a C-Iike K-type event

  (a) Minimum fiight length

    i . Length of Z" track is longer than 6 mm.

      ii. Length of decay track is longer than 6 mm. The decay track is required to be

      stopped in the fiducial area.

  (b) Minimum angle
    i. Decay angle is iarger than O.2 radian.

  (c) Minimum distance

    i . Distance from decay point to outgoing K' track is longer than 1 mm.

  (d) Minimum position difference in the Z direction between the starting point and the

end point of the track

    i. Difference for 2" track is larger than 1 mm.

    ii. Difference for decay track is larger than 1 mm.

3. Requirements for a RK-type event

  (a) Minimum fiight length

    i . Length of 2" track before scattering is longer than 4 mm.

    ii. Length of 2" track after scattering is longer than 4 mm.

    iii. Length of recoil proton track is longer than 3 mm. The recoil track is required to be

      stopped in the fiducial area.

 (b) Minimum angle
    i. Decay angle is larger than O.1 radian.

 (c) Minimum distance
    i . Distance from decay point to recoil proton track is Ionger than 1 mm.

    ii. Distance from decay point to Z" track before scattering is longer than l mm.

   iii. Distance from scattering point to outgoing K' track is longer than 1 mm.

   iv. Distance from end point of recoil proten track to 2' track after scattering is longer

      than 1 mm.
   v. Distance from production point to Åí" track after scattering is longer than 1 mm.

  (d) Minimum position difference in the Z direction between the starting point and the

     end point of the track

    i . Difference for 2" track before scattering is larger than 1 mm.

   ii. Difference for 2' track after scattering is larger than 1 mm.

   iii. Difference for recoil proton track is iarger than 1 mm.

   The mest important cut parame{er is the one applied to the fiight length of 2". It was

desirable to set the cut parameters for the fiight lengths as short as possible, because the

fiight length of ]!i]"s is very short (cT= 2.396 cm). Figure 27 a) shows the combined effi-

ciency of automatic tracking and eye-scanning for the K-type events as a function of flight
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length of Z'. The values were obtained from the simulated IE)'-production data. The effi-

ciency for 2' with the fiight length of 6-mm was about 20 9o. The value increased to 40 9o

for 2" with the fiight length of 1 cm. The limitation was due to other visibility conditions.

Besides the efficiency the eye pointing procedure could cause a systematic error in the

flight-length determination. Figure 27 b) shows differences between the flight length

obtained by eye pointing and the generated one. We used a cut parameter of 6 mm for the

flight length, with which the systematic error for the length determination was less than 1

mm.
   Other important cut parameters are related to decay particles. We chose 3 mm for the

cut parameter of fiight length of a decay particle in the case of H-like events'and 6 mm in

the case of C-like events. Furthermore, the distance between the decay point and the out-

going K' track was required to be more than 1 mm in order to avoid the overlap of tracks.

The position difference in the Z direction between the starting point and the end point of

2' was required to be more than 1 mm because a track perpendicular to the Z direction

showed a broken-line due to the alternating layer structure.

   The analysis of 2'p scattering was performed for the events categorized as RK-type in

eye-scanning. The cut parameters of the fiight length for a 2+ track before scattering, a 2"

track after scattering and a recoil proton track were 4 mm, 4 mm and 3 mm respectively, in

which the systematic errors for the length determinatiofi were about l mm. The scattering

kinematics was solved for both the H-like events and the C-like events without using the
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Figure 27: a) The combined efficiency of automatic tracking aRd eye-scanniRg for the K-type events as a

       function of the flight length of 2' is shown as the open squares. It is obtained from the simulat-

       ed 2'-produc{ion data. The upper histogram is tke flight length distribution of produced Åí"s.

       The lower histogram with hatched area shows the number of survived events after automatic
       {racking and eye-scafining. b) The difference between the flight lengtlt of 2' obtained by eye

       pointing and the generated one.
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track of decay particle of Åí".

   In additiofi to the visibility requirements, the fiducial area was defined as an area sur-

rounded by an ellipse which had a long axis of 9 cm in the beam direction aRd a short axis

of 7 cm both for the X-Z and tl}e Y-Z plane. All the poiRts necessary for the analysis were

required to be in the area. For H-like events poin{s of production and decay of Åí"'s were

required to be in the fiducial area. For C-like events the decay protons were required to

stop in the fiducial area additionally. The identification of ]lÅí" scattering required the recoil

proton track to stop in the fiducial area. The stopped points on the X-Z and Y-Z planes

were required to be consistent each other withiit two layers of the SCIFI sheet.

   The efificiency of event selection by the visibility requirement was evaluated with use

of simulation data. The details are described in Section 4.I.

   3.24 BTightness Requirement
   The brightness of trajectories was examined for thick tracks, i.e. 2' tracks and proton

tracks. Since energy deposits of the Z" and the proton were large, their tracks were rela-

tively thick.

  The required thresholds were;

   e sum of the brightness for X-Z and Y-Z planes corresponds to the counts more than

    250/mm in FADC.
  e sum of the brightness for each plane corresponds to the counts more than 1001mm in

    FADC.
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Figure 28: The event distributions for average brightness. The average brightness is expressed as the sum

       of the counts per mm in FADC. The distributions in the real data are showR for a) Z' track
       before scatteriRg, b) El" track after scatteriRg, and c) receil preteR track. The distributiens in the

       simulation data are shown for d) Z" track before scattering, e) Z" track after scattering, and D

       recoil protoR track. The hatched areas correspond {o the events which survived the brightness

       cut.
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   Figure 28 shows the distributions of average brightness for :Åí' tracks before and after

scattering aRd those for recoil proton track for the Åí"p scattering candidates. The hatched

areas correspond to the events which survived the brightness cut. Efficiencies for this

requirement were better than 95 9o in all the cases. The disrdbutions for the real data and

the simulation data show good agreements.

   3.2.5 Kinematic thtting
   The candidates for 2'-production events were categorized into H-like events (]E)' pro-

duction on a hydrogen) and C-like events (2" production on a carbon) by checking
whether the observed variables satisfy the kinematics of Åí" production on a hydrogen. The

kinematic constraints are expressed by the following equations of the energy-momentum

conservatlons;

Cl =p. sin e. cos Åë.-pK sin eK cos ÅëiK-pÅí sin ez cos fij2 ,

C2 = p. sin e. sin Åë.-pK sin eK sin ipK-pÅí sin eE sin Åë: ,

C3 =p. cos e.-pK cos eK-p2 coseE,

C4=E.+mp-E]K-EE,
Cs = E.2 -p.2 - m.2 ,

C6 -- EK2 -pK2 -mK2 ,

C7 = EÅí2 -px2 - m22 ,

where ten observed variables, oi (i -- l,•••, 10), are;

E.,EK,p.,pK, e., eK, ez,oj.,ipK and Åëz,

and two unobserved variables, uk (k -me 1,2), are;

E2 and pz.

E., EK and EÅí are energies and p., pK and pz are momenta of the incident sc', outgoing K'

and produced 2' respectively. The e's and Åë's are dip angles and azimuthal angles for the

tracks indicated by the subscripts respectively. The masses of the particles are denoted as

rn., nzK and mÅí. The energies and momenta of n' aRd K" were obtained by the analysis of

spectrometer data.

  Kinematic fitting is a method to obtain the best fit within the kinematic constraints. The

constraints Cj's O' -- 1,•••,7) should be zero to satisfy the kinematics in the ideal case. The

Cj's, however, do not satisfy the kinematics in the real experimental data since the

observed variables have experimental errors. The functions to be minimized is given as;

S -- Gii ai ai ,

where ai' s are;

ai -- oi -fi •
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Thefi 's (i -'1,•••,le) are the parameters to fit the observed variables oi. The Gii is an inverse

error matrix of the observed variables, in which the resolutions for pointing the marks and

the momentum resolutions for incident z' and outgoing K' were included. The position

resolution for pointing the marks in the perpendicuiar directioR to the track was e.79 mm,

and that in the track direction was 1.2 mm. The momentum resolution for x" was O.5 9o,

and that for K" was O.9 9o. Thefi's should satisfy C7s to be zero within experimental

errors.

   The minimization of S uRder the constraints on C's was performed with the Lagrange

multiplier method [36]. With additional Lagrange multipliers Aj ij = 1,•••,7), S is replaced

by;

S -}- 2Aj Cj ,

and the minimization condition is given as;

                  1 bS                          bC
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Figure 29: Results of the kinematic fitting assuming that the :'

      distribution for the minimized S. b) The event distribution for the upper tail probability W (see

      the text). c) An expanded figure of a part of b) in whlch the event dis{ribution with different

      binning in the lower region of W are showR. The b.g. cut means the cut of background events

      with Wbelow e.el.
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Since the constraints had noR-linear terms, the minimization was performed with succes-
sive iteration. The results of the fitting were checked by the J\2 test. Since the measurement

had two over-constraint variables, the distribution of the minimized S, that is S.i., obeyed

the M-distribution with the degrees of freedom of two. Considering the upper tail proba-

bility of the M--distribution;

W( if ) = f,,cof(u) du ,

where .f(u) is the J\2-distribution, the VV(k2) distributes uniforrnly between O and 1. Since

the distribution of the S.i, included events which did not satisfy the kinematics, the distrib-

ution of the W(S,,i.) has a peak around zero as shown in Fig. 29. The background events

with W(S,,i.) below e.Ol were cut, whereas 99 9o events of the 2' production on a hydro-

gen nucleus were retained after this cut.

   The events which were cut by kinematic fitting were regarded as C-like events and

were analyzed with severe requirements for visibiHty described before. The 2' was
required to decay to a proton and a nO, and the decay proton was required to stop in the

fiducial area. As the energy and momentum of the proton were obtained from the range-

energy relation, the kinematics of the event couid be obtained completeiy.

   The resolution of the determined variables were evaluated with use of the simulated

image data described in Section 3.3. Figure 30 shows the momentum resolutions for the
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 Figure 30: a) The differences between the momenta of E)"s obtained by the kinematic fitting with the

        simu}asion data and generated oRes in the case of the hydrogen target. The resolution of {he Åí'

        momentum was found to be approxirnateiy l2 MeVlc. b) The momeBtum differences in the
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produced Åí"'s. The obtained momenta were compared with the generated ones. We

obtained the momentum resolution of approximately 12 MeVlc for the simulated image

data in the case of hydrogen target and that of approximately 43 MeV/c for the ones in the

case of carbon target. The resolution was worse in the carbon case than in the hydrogen

case because the resolution of decay angle was limited.

   If 2"s produced on carbon nuclei were misidentified as H-like events, the momentum

resolution obtained for a H-like event by kinematic fitting sheuld be worse than the one

for real H-like events. The resolution was evaluated by kinematic fitting with use of the

simulated image data in the case that Z"'s were produced on carbon Ruclei and were

misidentified as H-like events. The obtained resolution was approximately 53 MeVlc.

   The kinematic fitting was performed for the candidates of the 2'p scattering events to

confirm the Åí" scattering kinematics in the case of a hydrogen target and to eliminate the

scattering on carbon nuclei. The events were classified to the following two cases and

examined with the appropriate kinematic constraints.

 a) The Åí" produced on a hydrogen is scattered on a hydrogen.
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Figure 31: The differences between the momenta of Åí"s just before the scattering obtained by the kine-

       matic fitting with {ke simulation data and generated ones. a) The momentum differences for {he

       eyents in which the 2"'s were produced on hydrogens and scaÅítered on hydrogens. Tke resolu-

       tion of Åíhe 2' momentum was foBnd to be approximately l9 MeVlc. b) Tke rnomenturn differ-

       ences for the events in which the Åí"s were produced on carboR nuc}ei and scattered on hydro-

       gens. The resolution was approximately 5I MeVlc.
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b) The IE " produced on a carbon is scattered on a hydrogen.

 The kinematic constraints for ]2)"p scattering are given as;

Cl =pz, siReÅí, cosÅëz, -pE, sineÅí, cosÅëz,- pp sinep cosipp ,

C2 = pÅí, sinez, sinipÅí, -p2f sin{7Åí, sinÅëÅí,-pp sinep sinapt

C3 = px, coseÅí, -pz, coseÅíf - pp cosep ,

C4= E2, + Mp- EÅíf rm Ep ,

C, = E,2 , -pÅí2 , - mS ,

C, = E22
,-

pÅí2

,-
 mS ,

C7 :Ep2 - pp2 - mp2 ,

where E's, p's, e's and Åë's are energies, momenta, dip angles and azimuthal angles respec-

tively. The subscripts 2i, ]IEf and p represent Z" before scatteriRg, 2' after scattering and
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Figure 32: The differences between cosecM obtained by the kinematic fitting with the simulation data and

       generated oRes. a) The differences for the events in which the ]E]"s were produced on hydrogens

       and scattered on hydrogens. The resolution of cosecM was found to be approximately O.09. b)

       The differences for the events in which the 2"'s were produced on carbon nuclei and scattered

       on hydrogens. The resolution was approximate}y O.15.
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recoil proton respectively.

   The minimized S.i. obeys the if-distribution if the effect of background is negligible.

Two possibilities exist. a) There were three over-constraint variables, and the degrees of

freedom for the J\2-distribution was three. b) There were two over-constraint variables, and

the degrees of freedom was two.

    Figure 31 shows the momentum resolutions of the outputs of the kinematic fitting

obtained from the simulation data analysis. They were evaluated by comparing the results

of the kinematic fitting for the simulated image data with the generated ones. In the case of

a) in which produced momenta of the 2"s were given by the spectrometer analysis, the

obtained resolution was approximately l9 MeVlc as shown in Fig. 31 a). In the case of b)

in which produced momenta of the Åí"s were not given, the resolution was approximately

51 )vleV/c as shown in Fig. 31 b).

   The scattering angle in the C.M. system, ecM, was also obtained by the kinematic fit-

ting. Figure 32 shows the resolation of cosecM. The obtained resolution was approximately

O.09 in the case of a), and it was approximately e.15 in the case of b).

  In Table 7 the number of events which survived each analysis process are sumfnarized.

Experimental Data Siraulation Data

Eye-Scanning type-K

32141

type-RK

 415
type-K

 913

type-RK

 1343

Visibility Requirernent

Brightness Requirement

Kinematic Fittifig

 K
23496

22304

13703

 C
5892

4886

2006

ig,

H
669

649

356

c
188

154

62

525

468

377

Table 7: The number oÅí eveR{s which survived each analysis process. "H" means K-}ike Åí'-produc-

       tion events aRd `Åé" meaRs C-Ilke events.

3.3 image Data Simulation
   In this section, we describe the method to produce simulation data and evaluate the

validity of the method.

   33.1 Procl2Lction of Si"zzLlation Data

   The Monte Carlo simulation to produce dummy image data was performed using the

GEANT 3.15 package [37]. Two kinds of dummy image data were generated, one for 2"

production and the other for 2' production followed by scattering on a hydrogen. The

steps to generate the dummy image are shown below.

1. The incident momentum of sc' beam was set to 1.64 GeV/c with the momentum

  spread of 14 MeVlc (standard deviation).

2. Åí" productions in the reactions p(z",K')2" and C(z",K")Z" were simulated. The

  cross section and angular disttibution of the reaction p(E',K")Åí" shown in reference

  [38] were used for the purpose. In the case of reaction C(x",K')2', we simulated the

  quasi--free 2" production in the x' p reaction where the proton has a Fermi motion in
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a carbon nucleus. The momentum distribution of proton is given as;

N( p)=
      l+exp(

No
p(GeV/c) - O.1

O.05
)

3. The energy loss of the particle in each SCIFI sheet obtaiRed with GEANT was con-

  verted to the photons in scintillating fiber.

4. The generated photons were uniformly distributed in scintillating fiber (500 mpin Å~

  500 iLm) on the I.I.T. surface. The positions of photons were spread out additionally

  by 200 ptrn because of the misalignment of the SCIFI stack and the position resolu-

  tion of the I.I.T. system. The data could be reproduced with the assumption that the

  number of photo-electrons on the photo-cathode of I.I.T. obeys the Poisson distribu-

  tion with the average number of electrons of six per MeV. The amplification of

  photo-electrons in the I.I.T. was adjusted to have the total brightness counts in FADC

  of about 55 t l5 per photo-electron. The photons were distributed on the CCD pixels

  with the Gaussian distribution whose width was 250 @m.

   3.3.2 Comparison of the Si7n2Llation Data with the Real Data

Widtk of 'Ilrack and Brightness First, basic properties of trajectories of the image data
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Figure 33: The projections of the brightness distributions on the axes perpendicular to the direction of

tracks. The distributions in the reai data are shown for a) rc' track, b) Kr' track and c) 2" track. The distrib-

utions in the simulation data are shown for d) x' track, e) K' track and O E)' track. The widths of tracks

were evaluated with Gaussian fit to be a) 327 @m, b) 344 ptm, c) 414 sLm, d) 31l @m, e) 321 pam aRd D

358 ptm respectiyely. The solid lines show the results of fitting.
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produced by the simulation were compared with those of the real data.

    Using the K-type events, tracks of x", K" and Z' were recognized with information

obtajned by means of pojnting by human eye, and then the tracks were ikted by straight

lines using the centroid of the brightness of pixel. The vvidth of track was obtaiRed from

the projection of the brightness distribution on the axis perpendicular to the directioR of

tracks. Figure 33 shows the results of the simulation and real data. The widths in the simu-

lation for the sc' and jlev} are in good agreement with those of real data. The width for the

simulated 2' track is srnaller than that for the real data by 2e %. This difference was found

to be negligible in the evaluation of the efficiencies for the automatic-tracking program as

described later.

   The average brightness per miIlimeter for tracks was also compared as shown in Fig.

34. The average brightness distribution for the real data agreed well with those for the sim-

ulation data. The efficieRcy of the brightness requirement (see Section 3.2.4) for the Z'

track in the simulation is also in good agreernent with those for the real data.
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 Figure 34: The average brightnesses per millimeter in the rea} daÅía are shown for a) n' track, b) K" track

        and c) Åí' track. Those in tke simu}ation data are shown for d) rr" track, e) K' track and b :'

        track.

Comparison by Means of the Automatic-Tracking Program One of the crucial tests
for validity of simulation data is {he examination of results obtained by means of the auto-

matic-tracking program. Random admixture of the simulation data and the real data with-

out automatic tracking were used for carrying out eye-scanning as described in 3.2.2. For

selecting Z" production in the data, the events were required to be categorized as type-K

and regarded as the reaction x' ÅÄ p ---> K' + 2' by the kinematic fitting. The selected data

have been processed by the automatic-tracking program and the efficiencies of the process

for both data set as a function of the Z" fiight length were corapared. The results are
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shown in Fig. 35 demonstrating that the both efficiencies agree well.
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Figure 35: The efficiencies of the automatic-tracking program for the real data and the simulation data. a)

       The event distrlbution for fiight length of produced Åí"s for the real data. The hatched area

       shows the surviyed eveRts after automatic tracking. b) The efficiency of the automatic tracking
       for the real data. c) The event distribution for flight length of produced Z"'s for the simulation

       data. The hatched area shows the survived events af{er automatlc tracking. d) The efficiency of

       the automatic tracking for the simulation data.

Life-Time ef 2" A test of the efficiency coirrection was performed also by reproduciAg

the life-time of 2" in the data.

                      A  The mean fiight iength, x, of the particle with the life-time Tis given as;

                 jg = cT•J(3 'y : cT• -E- ,

                              m
where m, p are the mass and the momentum of the particle, respectively. Ifp is constant,

the number of events as a function of the flight Iength x caR be deduced with the decay
constant -Åí . For charged particles in material vM ' x is replaced by L vvhich is defined as;

                   L = 1;XpTs7is • dg •

taking the energy losses of the particle into account.

  The decay rates as a function of L before and after the correction were evaluated in the
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region ofL between 1 cm aRd 8 cm as shown in Fig. 36. The decay constant was calculat-

ed with the logarkhmic likelihood method. The result was;

                 cT= 2.38 ! O.24 cm ,

which agrees with known value [39];

                 cT= 2.396 t O.Ol2 cm .

  It should be noted that the efficiency corrections applied here includes those for all the

processes to evaluate the cross section, i.e. efficiencies for the automatic tracking, the eye-

scanning, the brightness requirement and the kinematic fitting.

g
lo4

lo3

lo2

cfter correctioR
before correction

slope : -O. 0238 (m)

             O 10 20 30 40 50                                                      60
                                                   L (mm                                                        )

Figure 36: The event distribution for L which is defined with the fiigh{ length and the momentum (see the

      text) before and after the efficlency corirection. The decay constant was calculated with tlte log-

      arithmic Iikelihood method for the distribution after the correction in the region of L betweeR 1

      cm and 8 cm. The cT was obtained to be 2.38 ! O.24 cm.

4 Derivation of the Cross Section and Evaluation of the Errors

We derived the cross section for Åí"p elastic scattering from the experimental data by the

followiRg procedure. The 2"s whose flight iength were longer than the threshold value,

L,h,, was used as incident particles for scattering, where the flight length was defined as the

length from the pro,duction point to the decay point of 2'. In this analysis L,h, was 4 mm.

The thickRess of the target depends upon the fiight Iength of each Åí", that is Li. Therefore,
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for calculation of the cross section it is convenient to define the effective number of Z"s,

NÅí., as the sum of the number of real 2"'s weighted by the factor proportional to ( Li - L,h,

) of each l2)" in the SCIFI target. The effective number of 2"s is given as;

'

 hrL, i-LE+n
>i]f

=N lA i=12+

where nx. was the number of produced 2"s and A l was considered to be the "unit thick-

Ress of the target" that was O.1 mm, whose sum corresponds to ( Li - L,h, ). With use of NÅí+

and the observed number of 2"p scatterings, N,,.,, the cross section for scattering was cal-

culated by the formula;

o" =
N    /8 scat      seat

1

Nz-/ez. pAl '

where p is number density of hydrogen nuclei in the SCIFI target, p = 4.78 Å~ I022 (/cm3),

and sÅí+ and s,.., are the efficiencies of the analyses for the Åí' production and 2"p scatter-

ing, respectively.

  We made estimates of the correction factors inciuding the efficiencies, sz+ and s,,.,, for

momentum bins of 300 - 400 MeV/c, 400 - 5eO MeVlc and 500 - 600 MeV/c and also for
hydrogen-like (H-Iike) and carbon-like (C-like) 2'-production events separately. The

numbers, NÅí+ and N,,.,, were obtained for each bin. The cross section was derived by sum-

ming up the numbers corrected by the ef{iiciencies. The eveRts of 2"p scattering were

divided into two regions of scattering apgle in the center-of-mass system, that is - O.4 g

cosecM < O.1 and O.l S cosecM < O.6. The differential cross section, da / dst, were

obtained for both aRgular regions.

  We evaluated two kinds of correction factors for both ez. and s,.,,, namely, an efficien-

cy related to the kinematics of the event and an efficiency related to the pattern recogni-

tion. The ef{iiciency related to the kinematics includes the visibility requiremeRts and the

fiducial cuts. This efficiency corresponds to a kinematic effect and was evaluated by simu-

lation of the l<inefnatics of the reaction and the energy loss of the particles in the SCIFI tar-

get. The pattern recognition efficiency includes the efficiencies for automatic tracking,

eye-scanRing, brightness requirement and also for kinematic fitting. This efficiency was

evaluated by using the simulated irriage data processed through the analysis. The correc-

tioR factors were given by the multiplication of both efiiiciencies.

4.1 Efficiency Correction

   Table 8 summarizes the efficiencies and the corrected values of effective number of

Z"s per Al (O.1 mm) in the three different momentum regions. The actual numbers of Åí"s

are shown en the last line in Table 7 which were used to obtain errors of the effective num-

bers of ]2 "'s and the efficiencies. The results of the corrected values of effective numbers

of 2"s have an error of about le 9o, which mainly come frorr} the limi{ed number of the

simulation data.

   The number of the events which were finally ideritified as 2'p scattering was 11. The
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Mementum (MeVlc) 300 - 4oo 4eo - soo soo - 6eo

Production Target H C H C H C
 Efflciency Sx+
(Statistical Eriror)

 .202
(Å}.032)

 .047
(Å}.O17)

 .216
(Å}.O19)

 .023
(Å}.O07)

 .226
(Å}.052)

 .el7
(Å}.O06)

  NÅí. (Å~1OS)

(Statistical Srror)

 2.85
(Å}O.05)

 052
(Å}O.02)

 8.45
(Å}o.og)

 O.67
(Å}O.03)

 1.88
(Å}O.04)

 e.34
(Å}e.o2)

Nz+ lez+ (Å~1o6)

(Statistical Error)

 1.41
(Å}O.23)

 1.09
(Å}O.39)

 3.91
(Å}O.35)

 2.87
(Å}O.95)

 O.83
(Å}O.I9)

 2.04
(Å}0.69)

SuTn of H and C (Å~106)

  (Statistical Error)

 2.50
(Å}O.45)

 6.78
(Å}1.01)

 2.87
(Å}O.72)

Sum of All (Å~1e')

(Statistical Error)

 l.22
(Å}O.13)

Table 8: Efficiency corrections for effective number of Åí"s per O.1 mm. "H" in production target means H-

   like 2'-production events and `Åé" means C-like events. N2+ denotes the effective number of Åí"s. Sums

   of H-Iike events and C-like events are shown for each momentum bin and for all the momentum bins.

production targets, fiight lengths of Åí" before and after scattering and recoil proton,

momenta at the scatteriRg points and the scattering aRgles in the center-of-mass sys{em for

these events are listed in Table 9. The pictures of a typical event in the SCIFI target are

shown in Fig. 37.

Run-Spill-event Production

 Target

9." Before

Scattering

 (mm)

2" After

Scattering

 (mm)

Recoil

Proton

(mm)

Momentum

(MeV/c)

Scattering

 Angle
 cosecM

430-3143-Ol

449-2894-12

451-05e3-04

462-3343-e7

465-•1484-l2

506-2907-03

517-2799-07

533-2304-02

539-0819-03

555-1674-03

569-0567-13

I' 17.0

52
11.2

10.7

13.2

26.5

12.6

6.0

45
21.7

6.3

4.4

35.8

65
85
4.3

6.6

7.4

I5.5

18.9

5.7

4.4

7.8

34.8

60
7.6

82
21.4

4.0

6.6

9.0

5.0

4.I

-O.116

O.066

O.246

O.214

O.l76

-e.o72

O.112

O.364

O.l31

0555
O.545

Table 9: List of 2"p scattering events. "H" in production target means H-like Åí'-production events and `Åé"

      means C-like events.

   The correction factors for the number of 2'p scatterings were obtained by the similar

way as those for the effective number of 2"'s. In addition to the estimation of the number

of produced Åí"'s, the efficiencies for identification of the recoil proton track were taken

into accouRt. In Fig. 38 two kinds of the efficiencies are given as a function of scattering

angle in the center-of--mass system. The present experiment covered the angular region,

-O.4 S cosecM < O.6.

  Table 10 summarizes the efficieRcies and the corrected values of 2"p scattering for the
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Figure 37: The pictures of a typical eyent finally identified as 2'p scattering. The images on the a) X-Z

       plane and b) Y-Z plane are shown.
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                                                                 CM
Figure 38: The efficiencies of the ana]ysis for Z'p scattering as a function of scattering angle in the cen-

       ter-of-mass system. The open squares show the efficiency for the visibility requirement and the

       fiducial cut only. The closed circles show the total efficiency.

three momentum regions and the two regions of scattering angle in the center-of-mass sys-

tem. Errors shown in the table include the statistical ones for the data and the ambiguities

of efficiency determination due to the limited number of simulated image data. rlhe errors

correspond to probability of 68.3 9o for the Poisson distribution.
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cosecM -O.4 - O.1

lv({omentum (MeVlc) 3eo - 400 400 - 500 seo - 6oo

Production Target H C H C R C
 EfflciencY e,,.t

(Statistical Error)

 .117
(Å}.036)

 .064
(Å}.023)

 .075
(Å}.O13)

 .e98
(Å}.021)

 .090
(Å}.032)

 .049
(Å}.O13)

     Nscat
(Statistical Error)

 )

5
9 + (  1

(tglgg)

 )

5

9, +1 (  1
(tglge,)

 )

5
9 + (  I

(tglgg)

   Nsca!escat

(Statistical Error)
 o
(+ g.g)

l5.6
(t?2If)

 o
(+15.3)

IO.2
(t2gs)

 o
(+12.7)

20.5
(ifi;l,5)

Sum of H and C
(Statistical Error)

15.6
(t?Zl7)

10.2
(t2g:?)

20.5
(ifi?[;)

  Sum of All
(Statistical Errer)

46.3
(t:2[:)

cosecM O.I - O.6

Momentum (MeVlc) 300 - 4ee 4eo - seo soo - 6eo

Production Target H C H C H C
 EfficienCY gs..t

(Statistical Er ror)

 .164
(Å}.046)

 .137
(Å}.053)

 .l56
(Å}.022)

 .101
(Å}.020)

 .189
(Å}.045)

 .066
(Å}.O15)

     Nscat
(Statistical Error)

 o
el,ls)

 l
(t,2,3,S

 2
(tfthfl,S

i'36S) t (  i
(to2.g33S

 1
(t8's33S

   Nsca18scat

(Statistical Error)
 o
(+ 7.0)

 73
(tigl,o)

12.8
(ti,7,S

29.7
(t;,2•b

  4/'6.2. ( 15.1
(tP,f•,5

Sum of H and C
(Statistical Error)

  .k•,

k
tz ( 42.5

(t?,e•,s

20.4
(t?3Z'7S

  Sum of AII
(Statistical Error)

70.2
(tS2•,b

Table 10: Efficiency corrections for Åí' scattering. "H" in production target means H-Iike Z"-production
events and `Åé" means C-Iike events. N,,., denotes the observed number of Åí"p scatterings. Sums of H-Iike

events and C-like events are shown for each momentum bin and for all the momentum bins.

4.2 Background Subtraction and Cross Section
    Åí" scattering on the carbon nucleus were background for the Åí'p scattering. We

requested in the analysis that only two branches which corresponded to {he Åí' track and

the recoil proton track were visible at the scattering point. This requirement eliminated

background eveRts due to 2"-carbon scattering substantially. The number of such back-

ground was thus estimated from the cross section for the quasi-free knockout reaction,
i2c(p,2p)iiB. The cross section ift previous data on the reaction using the iRcident proton

of 644 MeV/c [40] was deduced from the energy distributions calculated from the emitted
aRgles of two protons. It shows that the cross section of the reaction i2C(p,2p)iiB is 40Å}20

9o of the cross section for proton-proton sca{tering at the same momeRtum. These quasi-

free events were reduced by the kinematic-fitting process significantly. As the results, the

background contaminatioR of ]E)"-carbon scattering in the present data was estimated to be

15Å}7 9o.
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4.3 Evaluation ofSystematic Errors and the Cross Section

   Systematic errors in the derivation of the cross section are caused by uncertainties in

the efficiency of the correction for the effective number of 2"s, the efficiency of the cor-

rection for the number of Z"p scatterings, and the number density of hydrogen nuclei in

the SCIFI target, p. As described in Section 3.2.5, the mornentum resolution of 60 MeVlc

or slightly less than 6e MeV/c and the resolution of cosecM of O.15 or slightly Iess than

O.15 were obtained in the present experiment. These values including their sysÅíematic

uncertainties are smaller than the bin size.

   The systematic errors in the efficiencies to calculate the effective number of 2"'s and

the number of Z'p scatterings were partially canceled by dividing the former by the latter

in the derivation of the cross section. The event topology of Åí'p scattering was composed

of the topology of 2' scattering including a recoil proton prong and that of 2" decay.

Thus, we expected that the systematic errors in the topology of the Z" decay were almost

canceled out between the efficiencies for the effective number of 2"s and those for 2'p

scatterings, although the errors in the scattering topology remained. The actual errors were

evaluated with use of the simulation data taking accouint of the systematic shifts in the

fiight length estimation for Åí" tracks and recoil protoR tracks. The shift occurred in the

pointing process and caused the largest systematic uncertainty. Since the threshold value

of the fiight length in the visibility requirement was determined to make such a systematic

shift to be less than l mm, we artificially added 1 mm or subtracted l mfn from the

observed flight lengths and repeated the same procedure to determine the efficiency. The

changes of the efficiencies in this process were regarded as the systematic uncertainty. The

systematic errors evaluated in the topology of l21' decay were Å}16 9o, aRd those in the

topology of 2' scattering and its decay were Å}24 9o. The error in the cross section, how-

ever, was Å}14 9o because of the cancelation mentioned above. By adding the systematic

errors quadratically in the background subtraction, the total systematic error was evaluated '

to be Å}l6 9o.

  In the derivation of the cross section, we considered the target as a block of polystyrene

((CH).) neglecting PMMA (CsHs02) content in the clad of the scintillating fiber and

epoxy content in the glue between SCIFI sheets. The correction corresponds to this effect

was in about ! %.

  The differential cross sectiops for Åí"p scattering were obtajned wjth use of the numbers

of the produced Åí"'s and the Z'p scattering events corrected by the efficiencies after the

background subtraction;

:fi-(g.'g+i-l',/i?IM,.gCZec-8.'fg`s.os,e&M:,9•g,),

where the errors are statistical ones. The statistical errors include errors of the real data

and ambiguity of the efficiency given by the statistics of the simulated image data. In addi-

tion, there are several kinds of systematic errors mentioned above. Overall systematic

errors are evaluated to be Å}16 9o of the obtained cross section. The momentum region of

incident 2' is from 300 MeV/c to 600 MeV/c.
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5 Discussion

We have idefitified l1 events of 2'p elastic scattering, with which the differential cross

section has been obtained. The obtained differential cross sections are shown together with

those calculated by the Nijmegen group [41] in Figure 39.

lii'1ti

s
 s s  s  s   s    sxSNS NS  NS  NS   NS    ss     s-     sS      sS       sN        N        s          s           s            s

- --- -----l

----

i+----t-

Rc-D 4ooMev/c
HC-D 600Mev/c
HC-F 400MeV/c
Bc-F 6ooMev/c
Nsc 4ooMev/c
Nsc 6ooMev/c

s sS N- N-s-s---"----

                 t                tt                t"               /1              lt              Jt             It             tl            Il            tt                t               '              t         tt         't        vt       fl       ll      tt          '     it    tt   -t   rt  /t tt ''

       #i-      tt
---. -.u  --  -----t

'' t' IJ-1'il--t--l- -tliil--i---f-------t-till-1-tt------t-------i---------+----------f-i-t--i-i----i--v----i-t-t--i---i-}t---l-----i---

    -1 -O.8 -O.6 -O.4 -O.2 O 02 O.4 O.6 O.8 1
                                                               cos e
                                                                    CM
Figure 39: The differential cross section for Z'p elastic scattering obtained in this experiment compared

       with {heoretical calculations by the NijmegeR group with the hard-core modeis D (HC-D), F

       (HC-F), and the soft-core modeKNSC> [41].

   The Nijmegen group proposed the models using one-boson-exchange (OBE) picture
with a phenomenological core for a short-range repulsive force. They used an infinitely

large potential in the short range for the hard-core models, HC-D and HC-F, whereas they

used a Gaussian-type potential accounting for the exchallge of the Regge trajectories for

the soft-core model, NSC.

  The differential cross section can be formulated as'
                                           '

dl,iili

=Ao +A1 cos ecM +A2 cos2ecM ÅÄ ••• ,

where the coefficients Ai are expressed by scattering matrices of partial waves. The calcu-

lations of Nijmegen group with the hard-core models have large value of A2 and show a
quadratic behavior which originates in the exisÅíence of iPi wave. Phase shifts for the iPi

waves are shown in Table 1l, On the other hand, the cross section in the soft-core model is

almost isotropic because of smaller contribution of the iPi wave. The difference between

the total cross sections in the models reflects the difference of the centribution of the 3S
                                                                        i
wave. The 3Si wave makes a small contribution to the soft-core model, in which the cross

section is rather small.

   The Kyoto-Niigata group proposed the modei, RGM-E using quark-cluster model
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(QCM) based on the resonating group method (RGM) in the short range. Figure 40 shows

the differential cross section of our results compared with theoretical calculations by the

Kyoto-Niigata group [42]. The iPa wave does not make a large contribution to this model.

Therefore, the differential cross

section does not show a qua-
dratic behavior. The total cross

section is larger than those of

Nijmegen models because of
larger phase shift in the 3Si
                               Table 1 1: Phase shifts of Z'p scatteriRg at 40e MeV/c.
wave as shown in Table 11.

11ii'1
/i'

Nijmegen KyotoTNiigata
model

HC-D KC-F NSC RGM-F
3Siwave(degree) -l7.20 -28.l4 -IO.46 -36.4e

iPwave(degree) 52.25 39.62 4.27 4.87

400MeV/c
600MeV/c

        -i -O.8 -O.6 -O.4 -O.2 O O.2 O.4 O.6 O.8 l
                                                             cos e
                                                                 CM
Figure 40: The differefitial cross section for ]E 'p elastic scattering obtained in this experiment compared

       with theoretical calculations by the Kyoto--Niigata group with the quark-cluster model (RGM-

       F) [42].

  The present experiment covered the momentum region where the cross section had not

been measured before. The obtained cross section is consistent with the prediction of the

Nijmegen hard-core models, HC-D and HC-F and the Kyoto-Niigata quark-cluster model
within the statistical errors. The present results are less favorite with the predictions of the

Nijmegen soft--core model, although the statistics are not sufficient to deny these models.

   It should be noted that the present statistics is mainly liraited by the number of events

taken in the experimental run. It was because this experiment was a pilot experiment per-

rformed with new technologies to ensure the possibility of the measurement of
hyperon-nucleon scattering cross section, which had never been performed in this energy

region due to the experimental difficulties. One of the new techniques which we have

applied to this experiment is the detection of the production, scattering and decay of

hyperons in the same vertex detector, that is SCIFI detector. In addition, the method of

automa{ic tracking of the image data in the SCIFI detector has been indispensable for the

analysis of such large amount of data. In this experiment the 2' production events and 2"

decay events are selected by the triggering device of scattered te's in the data acquisition

system and the automatic-tracking technique applied to the image data in the SCIFI detec-
tor before eye-scanning. About 25 9o of the eye-scanned events, that is 6 Å~ I04, contained

the produced Z" in the picture. It means that the selections of Z' production and its decay

could be performed successfully before eye-scanning. In future, it is not so difficult to
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obtain ten times more data on hyperon-nucleon scattering in this energy region using the

same techniques as those in this experiment.

   The present experiment covers the angular region of -O.4 S cosecM < O.6, whereas it is

possible to cover the region of -O.6 S cosecM < e.7 by the present technique with better

space resolution if the number of events is sufficient. The coverage of the scattering angle

is of vital importance to check the theoretical models, siRce the angular distribution of

hyperon-nucleon scattering is quite sensitive to the contrtbution of the iPi partial wave.

   Furthermore, the polarization ef scattered Åí" can also be measured with the present

experimental technique, since the decay asyrrimetry of Åí' is observed in the SCIFI detec-

tor. The data on the polarization is quite useful for discrimination of various models,

because the models mentioned above predict significantly different values for the polariza-

tion.

  However, for getting better statistics with inore experimeRtal data on Z'p scattering, we

must select the scattering events before eye-scanning by means of further sophisticated

automatic-tracking technique.

6 Conc}usioR

We have measured the differeRtial cross section of ]2 +p e}astic scattering in the 2' momen-

tum region ef 300 - 600 MeV/c.

   The measurefnent has been performed by the new experimental technique applied to
hyperon-nucleon scattering for the first time. The 2"'s have been produced in the scintil-

lating-fiber (SCIFI) target in the (sc",K") reaction with the separated sc" beam of l.64

GeV/c. Visual images in the SCIFI target have been readout by image-intensifier tubes

from two orthogonal directions to provide three-dimensional track information. The read-

out system of image intensifiers has been triggered by scattered K"s which have ensured

the hyperon production. The scattering events of Åí" in the SCIFI target have been found

out by analyzing the visual-image data. Fer the analysis of the image data, an automatic

track recognition program has beeR developed with which effective backgrouRd reduction

has been achieved. After the reduction of tiie Rumber of background events by the pro-

gram, 2'p scatteriRg candidates have been selected by eye-scanning. Of those candidates

1l Åí'p scattering events have been identified.

    The results have been compared with theoretical models based on a one-boson-

exchange picture by a Nijmegen group and a quark-cluster model by a Kyoto-Niigata
group. The obtained cross sections, 2.2ti:?(mblsr) (-O.4 S cosecM < O.l) and 3.3t2,I,5"(mblsr)

(O.1 S cosecM < e.6), are coRsistent with the prediction of the Nljmegen hard-core models

and the quark-cluster model, a}though the statistics have not been so high.

    Finally, we would iike to stress that the present experiment has established a new

method using an automatic-tracking program to measure the cross section for
hyperon-nucleon scatterings in the momentum region where other techniques could not be

used for the measurement.
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